
to break Islam, and separate Islamic law from nations, and ideas, such as those he had put forward in his speech. He
proclaimed that he is helping to remove this straitjacket.that it is an “immoral intention to provide a higher living

standard” for this enemy. Spencer said that the Bush Administration made a concep-
tual error when it thought it could establish democracy in Iraq.Robert Spencer was the second speaker on Saturday. He

said the basis for “Islamic totalitarianism” is “Mohammed’s A student in the audience asked if he thinks we should invade
countries and take control of their oil fields. He responded,teaching in the Koran,” which make “millions of Muslims

susceptible to terrorist extremists.” Spencer also advocated “There is no hesitation to come in and take over their oil re-
serves!”the same tactics that John Lewis had proposed in dealing with

radical Islam. Daniel Pipes spoke after the lunch break. He opened say-
ing that his Campus Watch website lost its number one posi-During the question period, I said that I knew that ji-

hadwatch.com was set up by Horowitz’s Freedom Center. tion to jihadwatch.com. Then, following Spencer’s line that
“ideology is the enemy,” Pipes said in even more explicitSpencer interjected, “Guilty as charged!” (Later, at the recep-

tion, he told another LYM member that Horowitz pays him terms, “Islam is the problem,” because “Mohammed is a sa-
tanic figure.” He even went so far as to say that the Primewell.) I then went through the relation of ISI to Horowitz and

how the new LaRouche pamphlet that was all over the desks Minister of Turkey is more dangerous than Osama bin Laden.
To deal with this “problem,” he said, “There are two ex-at Tufts University connected this to Lynne Cheney and Joe

Lieberman’s ACTA. To this, Spencer went into a tirade, in- tremes as a solution to this Islamic threat.” The first is “1945,
blood and steel,” which he called, “total war.” The second issisting that there were no such conspiracies. He also said

that there was a problem on universities, which he called an “1991, no shots fired,” instead, “internal collapse,” referring
to the collapse of the Soviet Union. Both options, he said, are“intellectual straitjacket,” that prevents the discussion of good

O’Reilly: But then we’d be Nazis! that’s what the
Nazis did.

Brook: No, we wouldn’t be Nazis.O’Reilly Tells Brook: O’Reilly: Oh, yeah, we would!
Brook: No, we’re the good guys, Bill, here. We’re‘That’s What the Nazis Did’

fighting—
O’Reilly: The Nazis thought they were good guys too.

Right-wing talk show host Bill O’Reilly interviewed Yaron That’s what the Nazis did.
Brook on his TV show “The O’Reilly Factor” on Dec. 17, Brook: It’s irrelevant what you think you are. The
2004. Here are excerpts: question is what you truly are.

O’Reilly: Does it make any difference? Perception
Bill O’Reilly: Joining us now, from Irvine, California, is reality.

is Dr. Yaron Brook, president of the Ayn Rand Institute. Brook: We are fighting in self-defense for the United
Your Institute is now calling for harsher military measures States. We are fighting here for the lives of Americans.
in Iraq. Is that what you want to see? O’Reilly: You must realize the rest of the world

Brook: Oh, absolutely. We want to see the rules of doesn’t see it that way. The Nazi doctrine was, in occupied
engagement in Iraq changed completely. . . . The only way territories, if you kill one Nazi, we kill 100 of you. If you
to win this insurgency is for the military to be a lot more attack us, we knock down your town. . . .
brutal in fighting the insurgents than it is today. . . . Brook: Look what Sherman did at the end of the Civil

O’Reilly: . . . But you’re not suggesting, doctor, that War, by going in and burning Atlanta, by going after the
U.S. soldiers execute captured Iraqis, are you? civilian population. That’s what we need to do, too. That’s

Brook: I’m suggesting that we start bringing this war what we did in World War II.
to the civilians—the consequences of this war, to the civil- O’Reilly: You’re going to create more enemies.
ians that are harboring and helping and supporting the Brook: How did we end World War II? By dropping
insurgents in Fallujah and other places. atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We did not

O’Reilly: By doing what? create more enemies; we actually created friends, and ulti-
Brook: I would like to see the United States turn Fallu- mately, a free Japan. We brought the Japanese people to

jah into dust; and tell the Iraqis that if you are going to their knees, and that is the only way you can establish a
continue to support the insurgents, you will not have democracy in a culture that is so opposed to freedom, is
homes, not have mosques. . . . bring their culture to its knees.
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